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Abstract: 

Using data from the OECD Inter-Country Input-Output database, we explore the impact of 

foreign services value added content of exports on export performance, specifically on duration 

of trade. Our data show that the share of foreign services content in manufacturing exports 

grows from 1995 to 2011, in a way similar to foreign goods content, and in contrast to the 

decreasing share of domestic services. Moreover, the share of foreign services value added 

content is larger for developing and emerging countries than for advanced countries. Our 

econometric findings confirm that foreign services value added embodied in manufacturing 

exports contribute positively to more resilient exports relationships, a positive effect which 

occurs for the three groups of manufacturing industries (high, medium and low technology 

industries) and, for each group, it is more pronounced for developing and emerging economies. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Global value chains (GVCs) have been rapidly evolving in recent years. The advent of Global 

Inter-Country Input-Output Tables has contributed significantly to advances in GVC analysis. 

Following the conceptual framework proposed by Koopman et al. (2014), a country´s gross 

exports may be decomposed into their value added components by country-industry source, 

making it possible to build a bilateral trade in value added database. These authors define a 

GVC as a system of value added sources and destinations within an internationally integrated 

production. According to this definition, a country can be involved in GVCs using foreign value 

added embodied in their exports (backward participation) and providing domestic value added 

that other countries incorporate into their exports (forward participation).  

A large body of research on GVCs that uses indicators of trade in value added has documented 

several stylized facts (OECD et al., 2013). In this paper, we are interested in two of them. The 

first one is that countries increasingly rely on foreign inputs for their own exports, especially in 

manufacturing industries. Using data from the OECD-WTO database on Trade in Value Added, 

the foreign value added share of world exports of goods and services rose from 17.9 in 1995 to 

24.4 per cent in 2011 and from 23.6 to 33.8 per cent in manufacturing. It would indicate that 

manufacturing industries are more involved in international fragmentation of production than 

other sectors.  

The second one is a separate but closely related phenomenon: the servicification of trade, that 

is, the relevant role that services play in exports. Statistics on trade in value added have revealed 

the important contribution made by services to exports, through both direct exports of services 

and services embodied in goods that are then exported. In 2011, services contribute 49 per cent 

to global exports (35 per cent to manufacturing exports) although this varies widely across 

countries. Furthermore, in the past two decades, foreign services content of exports has 

increased at a higher rate than domestic services content and at a rate similar to foreign goods 

content. Whereas most attention has been given to the services content of exports, here we are 

interested in the role of services in foreign content of exports. It can be noted that almost half 

of foreign value added content in manufacturing exports (42 per cent) comes from services.  

The aim of this paper is to explore the impact of foreign services value added content on 

manufacturing exports performance over the period 1995-2011 for a wide sample of countries. 

In particular, we examine one aspect of export performance, namely, duration of export flows. 

Our interest in this variable comes from the low survival rates of trade relationships, mainly for 

developing countries, which are shown in previous literature (Besedes and Prusa, 2011). Our 

hypothesis is that foreign services provide critical support to the stability of manufacturing 

exports, especially in countries that compete in the global market on the basis of comparative 

cost advantages (in labour or natural resources).  

Literature on export performance provides support for the presumed relationship between 

foreign valued added content and export performance. In recent years, several empirical studies 

have found strong evidence of the interdependence between importing and exporting activities. 

Their results show that the use of imported inputs is positively correlated with export 

performance, whatever indicator is used (export value, export quality, entry in new markets, 

etc.). In fact, access to cheaper and high-quality foreign inputs is an important factor in 
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improving competitiveness, upgrading and benefiting from participation in GVCs (OECD, 

2013; Kowalski et al., 2015). Although firms are increasingly offshoring services-related tasks 

and the share of services content in manufacturing exports is high, research into the effects of 

foreign inputs on export performance has mostly been confined to material inputs. There are 

arguments suggesting that foreign services, as in the case of goods, have a positive impact on 

export performance. Services feature prominently in GVCs. In addition to being key enablers 

of GVCs, they contribute to export behaviour in the same way as goods do, by enhancing 

productivity and reducing costs. Moreover, foreign services may contribute to product 

differentiation in export markets and thus improve export performance. Based on those 

arguments, a few papers, using input-output table data, have researched the impact of foreign 

services inputs on export performance measured by different indicators, none of them export 

duration. Francois and Woerz (2008) and Wolfmayr (2012) focus on specific OECD countries 

from the mid-1990s until the early 2000s, and Landesmann and Leitner (2015) focus on EU 

countries in the period 1995-2011. Thus, our paper contributes to the literature by exploring the 

impact of foreign services value added content on export survival for a broader sample of 

economies. 

Furthermore, we hypothesise that the impact of foreign services content on export performance 

will be different for countries with different sources of comparative advantages. The “Smile 

Curve” is a good illustration of how value added is currently distributed in a value chain. The 

sequence of the consecutive stages of a value chain is represented in abscissas. At the beginning 

of the production process, there are upstream activities, usually technology-intensive services 

such as R&D, innovation, design or product architecture. In the middle, we find manufacturing 

activities and assembly, and in the end, services embedded in the product such as distribution, 

branding, marketing and after sale. Value added shares of all these activities are represented in 

ordinates.  The curve is U-shaped. The most value is added at the extremities of the chain of 

value by the services activities. Manufacturing and assembly activities have the lowest value 

added share.  

In cross-border value chains, countries specialise in those stages of the value chain in which 

they enjoy relative advantages. Capital and/or skill-abundant economies tend to specialise in 

those stages where greater technological knowledge and skills are required, such as high 

quality, highly specialised services. These high-technology, high-wage countries, characterised 

by high levels of innovative efforts, are prone to offshore labour-intensive activities, 

particularly those which require lower levels of skill and involve more routinised tasks 

(Baldwin et al., 2014). Manufacturing and assembly stages have been more frequently 

relocated, but some routinised services have also been offshored to economies where skilled 

labour can be found at a lower cost. In any case, the most prominent way for low-cost countries 

to participate in GVCs is by specialising in those stages of manufacturing and/or assembly that 

create less value added. For those countries, access to high quality, highly specialised services, 

which tends to be provided by foreign suppliers, is a way to improve productivity, provide 

differentiated products and upgrade in GVCs. Hence, we could expect foreign services content 

to have a larger effect on competitiveness and export performance for low-cost countries than 

for high-technology, high-wage countries. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper 

that explores this question. To test this hypothesis, countries are grouped into innovation-driven 
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economies and factor-driven and efficiency-driven economies according to the Global 

Competitiveness Index classification.  

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review two strands of the literature 

that examine the impacts of foreign inputs and services on export performance. Section 3 

describes the data and provides some descriptive evidence about the prevalence of foreign 

services in global value chains. In Section 4, we present the econometric estimations. Finally, 

in Section 5, we offer some concluding remarks.    

 

2. RELATED LITERATURE 

Our research draws on two strands of literature. The first one deals with the link between 

imports and export performance. Following the heterogeneous firm trade model developed by 

Kasahara and Lepman (2013), empirical literature highlights the positive impact of imported 

intermediate inputs on firm export performance. This result remains valid for different measures 

of export performance such as the probability of exporting, the export value and the scope of 

exports (Aristei et al., 2013; Lo Turco and Maggioni, 2013; Meinen, 2015; Bas and Strauss-

Kahn, 2014; Feng et al., 2012; Navas et al., 2013, Pierola et al., 2015). Bas and Strauss-Kahn 

(2014) describe different channels through which intermediate inputs may impact export 

performance. One of them would be via productivity: importing more varieties of inputs helps 

firms to obtain productivity gains to overcome export sunk costs and be more competitive in 

international markets. Another channel would be via cost: low-priced imported inputs enhance 

competitiveness and exports. A third channel would be via technology: through technological 

(or quality) transfer embodied in intermediate inputs, firms may export at higher prices 

consistent with higher product quality. In addition, imported inputs allow firms to obtain the 

advantages of specialisation and benefit from the economies of scale that arise from specialised 

suppliers of inputs.   

This line of research is related to GVC literature that highlights the positive contribution of 

GVC participation to productivity. Theoretical approaches of international production 

fragmentation suggest that firms can obtain gains in efficiency from task specialisation. This 

specialisation arises from the different mix of skill and resources endowments and the principle 

of comparative advantage. That is, relocating some activities of the production process abroad 

leads to a more efficient use of production factors. This productivity effect is analogous to that 

of technological change (Jones and Kierzkowski, 1990 and 2001; Grossman and Rossi-

Hansberg, 2008; Baldwin and Robert-Nicoud, 2014). This implies that the pursuit of efficiency 

gains is at the heart of the proliferation of GVCs. Empirical research provides evidence that 

there is a direct relationship between GVC participation and productivity, as theory predicts1. 

A few recent studies have explored the impact of GVC backward participation on export 

performance, using trade in value added data. Lopez González (2016) suggests that foreign 

value added content in exports plays an important role as a determinant of export 

competitiveness. He finds that foreign value added embodied in exports is a strong complement 

to, rather than a substitute for, domestic export performance. Díaz-Mora et al. (2016) find that 

                                                           
1 For a review of empirical research on the impact of offshoring on productivity, see Amador and Cabral (2015).  
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participation in GVCs results in more stable, longer-lasting trade relationships that are less 

likely to be interrupted. Hence, theoretical and empirical literature points out a positive impact 

of foreign value added content on export performance.  

The second strand investigates the relation between services and GVCs. As Cuadrado Roura et 

al. (2002) point out, without services, globalisation would not have reached its current stage of 

development. In the context of international fragmentation of production, services play a pivotal 

role since they act as the glue connecting dispersed production blocks that ensure the viability 

of GVCs. When a production process is undertaken throughout the world, efficient and high-

quality services in transportation, communications and those linked to coordination and 

management of value chains are required for it to work properly. And some firms and countries 

are increasingly specialising in these GVC-related services. Nevertheless, these services 

(service links in the terminology of Jones and Kierzkowski, 2001) are costly and become more 

expensive the more complex and wider the GVC is. Creation and continuity of GVCs will be 

dependent on the balance between service link costs and benefits derived from spatial 

disintegration of production. Efficiency gains must exceed the service link costs. Hence, GVCs 

- and consequently trade involved in GVCs- will be very sensitive to services performance. 

Access to service links, either domestic or foreign, is essential to participating in GVCs, and 

the quality of these services is determinant of international competitiveness. High-quality 

services are usually provided by the most developed economies, which have the know-how to 

produce them. Participation in GVCs opens new opportunities for emerging countries to 

improve their competitiveness, as well as to upgrade in the value chains, through access to high-

quality, highly specialised services offered by leading firms in GVCs (Damuri, 2014). 

In addition to their role as enablers in value chains, services may also impact export 

performance in two ways. In a way similar to material inputs, services embodied in production 

processes enhance productivity growth and competitiveness. For example, activities like 

engineering, logistics or management services may contribute to saving time, reducing costs or 

transferring technology, leading to higher levels of productivity and export intensity (Lodefalk, 

2014). Additionally, some of the services, for instance, design, branding, marketing and 

engineering, could also be seen as instruments for product differentiation. This idea is implicit 

in Neely´s definition of servicification as a process for developing capabilities that firms need 

to provide solutions that supplement their traditional product offerings (Neely, 2013). That 

services supplement makes their products different from their competitors’. Along the same 

line of discussion, Wolfmayr (2012) suggests that a higher services content in manufacturing 

may be interpreted as an increase in product quality because additional services also shift the 

demand curve for a good to the right. Nordas and Kim (2013) find that better supporting 

services contribute substantially to product differentiation, export prices and duration of trade 

in some selected manufacturing sectors. Furthermore, it is found that the impact of services 

quality on product differentiation is related to countries’ technological capacity. Better services 

allow moving up the value chain in industries where a country already has technological 

capacity and a comparative advantage. That is, for low-income countries, the effect is greatest 

in low technological industries and, for high-income countries, it is greatest in technological-

intensive industries.   
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There is a vast amount of literature concerned with the servicification of manufactures and 

trade, but only a few papers focus on the impact of foreign services content on export 

performance. Wolfmayr (2012) develops a theoretical framework based on monopolistic 

competition and finds a positive and significant effect of services content on OECD export 

market share. When he distinguishes by national or international sources, the influence is 

limited only to international service linkages. Furthermore, splitting the foreign services into 

knowledge-intensive business services and other services and manufacturing into different 

sectors, their results show a significantly positive impact of both types of services only for 

technology-driven industries. Landesmann and Leitner (2015) study the determinants of export 

performance (measured by alternative indicators such as gross exports, value added in exports 

and revealed comparative advantage) in the EU-27, focusing exclusively on business services. 

They find that both domestic and foreign business linkages are positively associated with export 

performance. Francois and Woerz (2008) distinguish different categories of imported services 

in their analysis for OECD countries. They highlight that only imports of business services are 

an important determinant of the value of exports and their positive influence is limited to the 

most skill and technological- intensive industries. When the group of countries refers to 

developing economies, specifically, a handful of Asian and African countries, Kowalski et al. 

(2015) find that foreign services inputs correlate positively with export competitiveness 

(measured by revealed comparative advantage) for a large set of manufacturing industries 

which differ in technological intensity.  

 

3. DATA AND DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS 

3.1 Data 

The starting point is to explore the role of foreign services in global value chains using OECD 

Inter-Country Input-Output (ICIO) database, which covers the period 1995-2011. Specifically, 

we use the foreign value added content of gross manufacturing exports, which captures the 

value of imported intermediate goods and services that are embodied in a domestic industry’s 

exports. The value added can come from any foreign industry upstream in the production chain. 

The indicator is calculated as follows: 

𝐹𝑉𝐴𝑐,𝑖 =  ∑ ∑ 𝑽 ̂𝑝,𝑗(𝐵𝑝,𝑐)𝑗𝑖𝐸𝑋𝐺𝑅𝑐,𝑖 𝑗𝑝                                                 (1) 

where c denotes the exporting country, i is the exporting industry, p is the country of value 

added origin (source country) and j is the industry of value added origin (source industry). 𝑽 ̂𝑝,𝑗 

is the diagonal matrix with all entries corresponding to industry j ≠ i equal to zero. Their 

elements vp,j on the diagonal represent value added shares of output for all partner countries and 

industries (for c these values are set to zero).  B is the global Leontief inverse of the inter-

country input-output matrix (𝐵 = (𝐼 − 𝐴)−1) and A is the global input-output coefficient matrix. 

𝐵𝑝,c is a block matrix representing total gross output from country p required for a one-unit 

increase of country´s c demand.  (𝐵𝑝,𝑐)𝑗𝑖 is the ji-th element of 𝐵𝑝,c. 𝐸𝑋𝐺𝑅𝑐,i, represents a vector 

of country c’s total gross exports with all entries equal to zero except for a given industry i.  
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Hence, expression (1) provides information about the foreign value added content of gross 

exports by industry i in exporting country c. This foreign value added is expressed as a 

percentage of total gross exports of industry i and country c. 

𝐹𝑉𝐴𝑆𝐻𝑐,𝑖 = 𝐹𝑉𝐴𝑐,𝑖 𝐸𝑋𝐺𝑅𝑐,𝑖⁄                                                    (2) 

Since the foreign value added embodied in exports can come from any industry upstream, we 

distinguish two indicators, considering either goods or services as a source of valued added. 

The first is the share of foreign material inputs embodied in gross exports (FVASH-goods). 

That is, source industries (j) are two-digit ISIC Rev. 3 codes from 01 to 37. The second, which 

is our variable of interest, is the share of value added of service inputs that comes from abroad 

and is embodied in exports (FVASH-services). In this case, j are service industries that include 

two-digit ISIC Rev. 3 codes from 50 to 95. The two-digit ISIC Rev. 3 codes corresponding to 

those different sectors are listed in Appendix Table A1.  

Statistical information is derived from the 2016 December version of the OECD-ICIO database, 

which is available for 63 countries. To analyze differences in the foreign services value added 

content in manufacturing exports by type of countries, we distinguish between two groups of 

countries using the Global Competitiveness Index (GCI), developed by the World Economic 

Forum. Countries are grouped into Innovation-driven economies and Factor and Efficiency-

driven economies2. The first group includes those countries where companies compete by 

producing new and different goods by using the most sophisticated production processes and 

innovating new ones. The second group adds the factor-driven economies, which are those 

countries that compete based on their factor endowments --primarily unskilled labour and 

natural resources --and efficiency-driven economies, which are countries that begin to develop 

more efficient production processes and increase product quality because wages have risen and 

they cannot increase prices. This classification, as it is stated in the GCI methodology, is closely 

related to the countries’ development stage. Innovation-driven economies are identified as 

advanced countries and factor and efficiency-driven economies as developing and emerging 

countries3.  

Furthermore, it is interesting to explore differences in the foreign services value added content 

by type of manufacturing industries. For that purpose, according the OECD classification based 

on R&D intensities (OECD, 2011), manufacturing is divided into three categories: High and 

medium-high tech industries (HT industries) comprising codes 24, 29-31 and 34-35; Medium-

low tech industries (MT industries) including codes 25-28; and Low-tech industries (LT 

industries) covering codes 15-22 and 36-374. 

 

                                                           
2 The countries included in each category are listed in Appendix Table A2. 
3 Methodological notes about the GCI are available at http://reports.weforum.org/global-competitiveness-

index/appendix-a-methodology-and-computation-of-the-global-competitiveness-index-2016-2017/. 
4 As Nordas and Kim (2013) point out, this categorization is somewhat dated since most manufacturing sectors 

have high, medium and low-technology segments. Moreover, following Landesmann (2015) and Olczyk and 

Kordalska (2016), we remove code 23 (manufacture of coke, refined petroleum products and nuclear fuel) from 

our analysis to avoid distorted results. As the authors point out, the results are quite sensitive to the inclusion of 

this industry because of its very high degree of vertical specialisation, high energy intensity, high labour 

productivities, etc. 

http://reports.weforum.org/global-competitiveness-index/appendix-a-methodology-and-computation-of-the-global-competitiveness-index-2016-2017/
http://reports.weforum.org/global-competitiveness-index/appendix-a-methodology-and-computation-of-the-global-competitiveness-index-2016-2017/
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3.2. Descriptive analysis  

This section provides some basic descriptive evidence on the magnitude and evolution of 

foreign services value added content in manufacturing exports. This information is broken 

down by types of countries according to the GCI classification and by types of manufacturing 

industries according to their technological content.  

An interesting fact is that the share of foreign services content in manufacturing exports grew 

from 1995 to 2011, as Figure 1 illustrates. Therefore, there is strong evidence that foreign 

services are more and more embodied as intermediate inputs in GVCs. Whereas foreign services 

content of world manufacturing exports increased from 10.7 per cent in 1995 to 14.6 per cent 

in 2011, the domestic services share decreased from 23 to 20.1 per cent. Domestic services are 

still preeminent, but services from abroad account for a rising share of services embodied in 

manufacturing. Foreign services inputs seem to be displacing domestic providers. Additionally, 

a striking finding is that foreign services content is as dynamic as foreign goods are. 

Manufacturing has become global by embodying foreign value added from both goods and 

services. In fact, in 2011, almost half of foreign value added content in manufacturing exports 

(42 per cent) came from services.  

 

Figure 1: Share of Domestic Services Value Added, Foreign Services Value Added and 

Foreign Goods Value Added in World Manufacturing Exports, 1995-2011 (1995=100) 

 

Source: Own elaboration from OECD-WTO TiVA database.  

 

Figure 2 provides information detailed by countries about the share and evolution of foreign 

services value added in gross manufacturing exports. Most countries increased the imported 

services content of their manufacturing exports from 1995 to 2011. However, some differences 

are observed across countries. The most dynamic economies are Cambodia, with an increase of 

20 percentage points, and Luxembourg, Ireland, Hungary, Iceland, Poland and Turkey, with an 

increase of nearly 10 percentage points. The first four countries cited reached the largest shares 

of imported services content in 2011, over 25 per cent. On the contrary side, countries with the 
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lowest weight of foreign services value added in exports are Brazil, South Africa, Colombia, 

Japan and Indonesia. Just three countries significantly reduced the foreign services content in 

their manufacturing exports: Malta, the Philippines and China. Furthermore, this overall 

dynamism of foreign services embodied in exports by countries is observed regardless of the 

group of manufacturing industries. 

 

Figure 2: Share of Foreign Services Value Added in Gross Manufacturing Exports by 

countries (in %) 

 

Note: Innovation-driven economies are in blue color and Factor & Efficiency-driven economies in red color. 

Source: Own elaboration from OECD-WTO TiVA database. 

 

Nonetheless, when we group countries according to their GCI classification, the dynamism of 

foreign services content is different for the two groups of countries considered: it is higher for 

innovation-driven economies than for factor and efficiency driven-economies (Figure 3). The 

share of foreign services valued added embodied in manufacturing exports increased from 10 

to 14 per cent in the first group of economies and from 12 to close to 15 per cent in the second 

group. Although with smaller differences between them in 2011 compared with 1995, the 

foreign services content is larger for factor and efficiency-driven economies.  
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Figure 3: Share of Foreign Services Value Added in Gross Manufacturing Exports by 

groups of countries and type of manufacturing (in %), 1995-2011 

  

Source: Own elaboration from OECD-WTO TiVA database. 

 

When distinguishing by manufacturing industries, the upward trend, which is particularly 

pronounced for innovation-driven economies, is common to the three groups of manufacturing 

industries. For high-tech manufacturing industries, as occurs for total manufacturing industry, 

differences between the two groups of countries narrow, although remain particularly large: the 

share of foreign services content in exports is almost 19 per cent in factor and efficiency-driven 

economies, but is five percentage points lower in innovation-driven economies. It is important 

to note that, for factor and efficiency-driven economies, this share is clearly greater than in 

other manufacturing industries. This fact could suggest a crucial role of foreign services value 

added content in export competitiveness of high-tech manufacturing for factor and efficiency-

driven economies. For medium-low and low-tech manufacturing industries, the percentage of 

foreign services value added embodied in exports was very close in the two groups of 

economies in 1995. However, because of the higher dynamism of innovation-driven economies, 

the share is higher for them in 2011.  
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Figure 4: Share of Foreign Services Value Added in Gross Manufacturing Exports by 

Services Activities, 1995-2011 (in %) 

 

Note: IDe refers to Innovation-driven economies and F&EDe refers to Factor and Efficiency-driven economies. 

Source: Own elaboration from OECD-WTO TiVA database. 
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of too many missing flows in the original one. BACI uses a mirror statistics strategy to reconcile 

the declarations of exporting and importing countries, providing harmonised values for each 

bilateral trade flow reported twice (Gaulier and Zignago, 2010). 

In duration analysis, it is important to determine whether trade spells (defined as a period of 

time with an interruption in exporting) exhibit duration dependence, i.e., the conditional 

probability that a trade relationship ends changes with the length of that trade relationship. Here 

a problem emerges because, to calculate the duration of a spell, the beginning and ending years 

of the spell need to be observed. Left censoring arises when we do not know the exact starting 

year of the trade relationship, since the first year of reporting data coincides with the first year 

we observe that the trade relationship exists. To avoid potentially biased results, we exclude 

these left-censored spells from the sample used for estimation. Right censoring concerns spells 

that are still active in the last year of our sample. These right-censored data do not present a 

problem as econometric techniques deal efficiently with them. 

The model to be estimated is represented by the following expression: 

∅(𝑡)𝑐𝑝𝑘 = 𝑓 (𝐹𝑉𝐴𝑆𝐻_ 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑠𝑡 + 𝐹𝑉𝐴𝑆𝐻_ 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠𝑐𝑠𝑡 +  𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑐𝑡  +𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑝𝑡  + 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑐𝑝 +

𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙_𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒_𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑐𝑝𝑘 + 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑛_𝑅𝑇𝐴𝑐𝑝𝑡 + 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡_𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑙_𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑝𝑘 +

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠_𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑙𝑙_𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑝𝑘 + 𝐹&𝐸 𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑒𝑠𝑐)          (4) 

where the left-hand-side variable is the hazard rate for the export flow of product k from 

exporting country c to importing country p. 

Our main explanatory variable is the share of foreign services value added embodied in gross 

exports from country c of industry s at time t (FVASH_servicescst). As explained above, this 

indicator corresponds to the value added of service inputs that comes from abroad in order to 

produce manufacturing goods to be exported. In addition to services inputs, foreign material 

inputs can be embodied in exports. The sum of both is the foreign value added content of exports 

(FVASH), which corresponds to backward GVC participation, also referred to as vertical 

specialisation. We think that it is important also to include the share of foreign material inputs 

embodied in exports (FVASH-goods) to control for that other form of backward GVC 

participation.  

Other right-hand side variables that, according to the related literature, influence the survival 

of trade flows are economic size of exporter and importer, geographical distance between them, 

belonging to the same regional trade agreement, initial value of trade and previous export 

experience. The economic mass of the exporting and importing countries is measured by their 

respective GDPs. Distance refers to the distance between the trading countries and Common 

RTA is a dummy variable that takes the value 1 if country c and country p belong to the same 

regional trade agreement at time t. Previous export experience is captured by the duration of 

the previous spell (Previous_spell_duration). As a way to capture duration dependence (the 

hazard rate changes with the duration of the spell), the length of the current export spell is also 

incorporated among the regressors. It would be negative (positive) duration dependence if the 

hazard rate decreases (increases) with the duration of the spell. We introduce the dummy 

variable F&E driven economies to determine whether a difference exists in export survival 
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between factor and efficiency-driven economies and innovation-driven economies. The list and 

definition of variables included in the model is provided in Appendix Table A3. We add 

industry fixed effects to control for time-invariant industry characteristics.  

The Cox proportional hazard model has been commonly used in the analysis of trade duration 

(Besedes and Prusa, 2006b; Nitsch, 2009; Besedes and Blyde, 2010; Obashi, 2010). However, 

following Hess and Persson (2012), time-discrete duration models with frailty are more 

appropriate because observed durations of trade are measured in yearly intervals and the Cox 

model is suitable for continuous time data. Moreover, in duration models which use an 

extensive database (like ours, with a high number of products and countries), it is very difficult 

to properly control for the existence of unobservable heterogeneity (frailty) which would lead 

to biased estimators and spurious negative duration dependence. Consequently, we perform the 

estimates using a logit model with product-country random effects to control for unobserved 

heterogeneity. 

The results of the logit model estimates can be reported using odds ratios or marginal effects. 

When using odds ratios (exponential form of the coefficients), the effect is presented on a 

multiplicative scale. It expresses the ratio by which the odds (the expected number of successes-

the event occurs- per failure-the event does not occur-) change for a unit change in an 

explanatory variable. An odds ratio close to unity means no association between the dependent 

and the explanatory variable (holding other regressors fixed); and values below (above) the unit 

indicate a negative (positive) impact of the explanatory variable on the hazard rate. The impact 

will be much larger the further the coefficient is from the unit value. When using marginal 

effects (probabilities), an additive scale is used. Marginal effects provide a good approximation 

of the amount of change in the dependent variable that will be produced by a one-unit change 

in an explanatory variable. In this sense, probability is considered a more natural metric, 

although, unlike the odds ratio, predicted probabilities change as the values of a covariate 

change in non-linear models. This is precisely the main advantage of working in odds ratios: 

they remain the same for different values of the covariates (Long and Freese, 2006).  

Table 1 displays the results of the econometric estimates in exponential form. In column (1), 

the variable foreign services valued added content of exports includes total aggregate services. 

The coefficient is statistically significant and below unity, revealing that the hazard rates are 

lower for higher shares of foreign services value added embodied in exports. That is, 

manufacturing exports flows with a more intensive use of foreign services are associated with 

longer trade duration. This result confirms a positive relationship between foreign services 

value added content of exports and the stability of those export flows. A similar outcome 

(positive relationship) is found when foreign value added embodied in exports comes from 

intermediate goods.  

The remaining variables show the expected signs. We find that variables such as economic size 

of the trading countries, initial value of the trade flow, belonging to the same regional trade 

agreement and previous export experience are negatively related to the hazard of failure5. 

                                                           
5 In all estimations of Table 1, previous export experience is captured by the duration of the previous spell. As this 

variable is coded as zero for spells where no information about the duration of the preceding spell is available, 

these spells, which are the first of several spells observed during the period, are eliminated from the sample. The 
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Conversely, the smaller the geographic distance between the trading partners, the longer the 

duration of the export flow. The likelihood of export exit decreases as the spell increases in 

length (negative duration dependence), as typically encountered in trade duration studies. 

 

Table 1: Export survival and foreign services value added. Logit model estimation 

results. 

 

TOTAL 

MANUFACTURING 

INDUSTRIES 

HIGH AND 

MEDIUM-HIGH 

TECH INDUSTRIES 

MEDIUM-LOW 

TECH 

INDUSTRIES 

LOW-TECH        

INDUSTRIES 

VARIABLES 

Column 

(1) 

Column 

(2) 

Column 

(3) 

Column 

(4) 

Column 

(5) 

Column 

(6) 

Column 

(7) 

Column 

(8) 

FVASH-services 0.852*** 0.887*** 0.849*** 0.915*** 0.738*** 0.778*** 0.955*** 0.982*** 

  (0.0022) (0.0024) (0.0029) (0.0034) (0.0042) (0.0048) (0.0049) (0.0054) 

FVASH-goods  0.966*** 0.972*** 0.988*** 0.993* 0.885*** 0.885*** 0.904*** 0.909*** 

  (0.0024) (0.0025) (0.0034) (0.0034) (0.0050) (0.0050) (0.0047) (0.0047) 

FVASH-services    0.902***  0.805***   0.872***  0.941*** 

# F&E-driven econ.   (0.0024)  (0.0033)   (0.0056)  (0.0043) 

GDP exporter 0.891*** 0.895*** 0.891*** 0.899*** 0.843*** 0.847*** 0.908*** 0.910*** 

  (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0011) (0.0012) (0.0008) (0.0008) 

GDP importer 0.991*** 0.990*** 0.990*** 0.988*** 0.989*** 0.989*** 0.991*** 0.990*** 

  (0.0003) (0.0004) (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0008) (0.0008) (0.0006) (0.0006) 

Distance 1.027*** 1.027*** 1.024*** 1.026*** 1.021*** 1.021*** 1.036*** 1.037*** 

  (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0007) (0.0007) (0.0011) (0.0011) (0.0009) (0.0009) 

Initial trade value 0.849*** 0.849*** 0.863*** 0.864*** 0.842*** 0.842*** 0.823*** 0.823*** 

  (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0007) (0.0007) (0.0006) (0.0006) 

Common RTA 0.832*** 0.830*** 0.845*** 0.840*** 0.790*** 0.788*** 0.825*** 0.824*** 

  (0.0011) (0.0011) (0.0015) (0.0015) (0.0025) (0.0025) (0.0019) (0.0019) 

Current spell duration 0.367*** 0.367*** 0.336*** 0.336*** 0.435*** 0.436*** 0.401*** 0.401*** 

  (0.0005) (0.0005) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0017) (0.0016) (0.0011) (0.0011) 

Previous spell duration 0.881*** 0.880*** 0.887*** 0.885*** 0.866*** 0.865*** 0.884*** 0.884*** 

  (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0005) (0.0005) 

F&E-driven economies 0.980*** 1.276*** 1.033*** 1.833*** 0.977*** 1.379*** 0.927*** 1.079*** 

  (0.0069) (0.0068) (0.0019) (0.0199) (0.0028) (0.0225) (0.0021) (0.0125) 

Observations 33,007,733 33,007,733 16,263,029 16,263,029 6,635,380 6,635,380 10,109,324 10,109,324 

Number of spells 8,781,805 8,781,805 4,138,202 4,138,202 1,880,692 1,880,692 2,762,911 2,762,911 

Notes: The dependent variable is the hazard rate of export flows (exit of export flow=1). Coefficients are 
expressed in hazard ratios. Standard errors in brackets. *p <0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. All variables, except 

dummies, are expressed in logs. All models include country-product random effects and a set of sector 
dummies defined at the two-digit ISIC level. 

 

In column (1), the baseline hazard is common to innovation-driven economies and factor and 

efficiency-driven economies. In column (2), in order to explore to what extent the effect of 

foreign services content of exports on the hazard rate differs across the two groups of countries, 

                                                           
estimation results are robust to alternatively considering the number of previous spells as a proxy for previous 

experience.  
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an interaction term between the group variable (factor and efficiency-driven economy dummy) 

and the FVASH-services variable is introduced. If the interaction term is significant, we 

interpret that the effect of foreign services content of exports is dependent on the type of country 

and, hence, differences in coefficients across both types of countries are significant (Allison, 

1999). As for the remaining variables, we express these interaction effects as odds ratios. 

Specifically, the interaction coefficient is a ratio of odds ratios, so that how much the effect of 

an explanatory variable differs between groups is expressed in multiplicative terms (Buis, 

2010). A value close to 1 reflects that the two odds ratios (for innovation-driven economies and 

factor and efficiency-driven economies) are similar and no differences in the effect of foreign 

services content of exports across country groups are found. By introducing this interaction 

term, the odds ratio for the FVASH-services variable now refers to innovation-driven 

economies. Its value below unity (0.887) means that for those types of countries, the risk of 

ceasing to export decreases with higher foreign services embodied in exports. The different 

impact for factor and efficiency-driven economies is showed by the coefficient of the 

interaction term; for them, the effect is 0.902 times the effect for innovation-driven economies, 

and this differential effect is statistically significant. Hence, we find a significant difference in 

the impact of the FVASH-services variable on export survival between the two groups of 

countries, with the effect more pronounced for factor and efficiency-driven countries. The odds 

ratio for developing countries would be 0.800, which is the result of multiplying 0.887 by 0.902. 

That is, factor and efficiency-driven economies benefit more intensively from backward 

services linkages in terms of stability of manufacturing exports than do innovation-driven 

economies. 

Sample split regressions reveal that, similar to findings for the manufacturing sector as a whole, 

foreign services value added embodied in exports is positively correlated with the duration of 

those exports, irrespective of the group of manufacturing industries considered (columns 3, 5 

and 7 of Table 1). The positive relation is particularly pronounced for medium-low technology 

industries (column 5). When an interaction term is added to test for differences across groups 

of countries in the effect of this variable, we observe that the positive effect is again, like for 

the total manufacturing industry, more pronounced for factor and efficiency-driven economies 

in the three types of manufacturing industries (columns 4, 6 and 8). The larger difference 

between the two groups of countries takes place in high and medium-high technology 

industries, where the positive effect of foreign services value added embodied in exports is 

particularly stronger for factor and efficiency-driven countries compared with that for 

innovation-driven economies (column 4).  

We go one step further and foreign services inputs are split up by types of services. We consider 

four categories of services: Wholesale and retail trade and hotels and restaurants (50T55); 

Transport and storage and post and telecommunication (60T64); Financial services (65T67); 

and Business services (72T74). These left-hand variables of the share of foreign value added 

content distinguishing by types of services are highly correlated among themselves. 

Consequently, we estimate the effect of each category of services separately. The estimation 

results are displayed in Table 2. For brevity’s sake, we report only the coefficients for the 

different categories of foreign valued added services and put them in the same column. The 

estimated coefficients of the other variables are largely unchanged from those of Table 1. 
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Column (1) displays the estimation results for the sample of total manufacturing industries. We 

observe that foreign services value added is correlated positively with export duration, 

regardless of the type of service. Besides, the effect is significantly different for the two groups 

of countries. Specifically, it is more pronounced for factor and efficiency-driven economies, as 

the coefficients of the interaction terms between the different foreign services and the dummy 

for this group of countries show (Column 2).  

Table 2: Export survival and foreign services value added (sample split by services 

categories). Logit model estimation results. 

 

TOTAL 

MANUFACTURING 

INDUSTRIES 

HIGH AND 

MEDIUM-HIGH 

TECH INDUSTRIES 

MEDIUM-LOW 

TECH 

INDUSTRIES 

LOW-TECH        

INDUSTRIES 

VARIABLES 

Column 

(1) 

Column 

(2) 

Column 

(3) 

Column 

(4) 

Column 

(5) 

Column 

(6) 

Column 

(7) 

Column 

(8) 

FVASH-services 50T55 0.849*** 0.879*** 0.851*** 0.919*** 0.697*** 0.729*** 0.881*** 0.904*** 

  (0.0011) (0.0015) (0.0017) (0.0024) (0.0025) (0.0033) (0.00220) (0.0031) 

FVASH-services 50T55   0.936***   0.835***  0.899***  0.957*** 

# F&E-driven econ.   (0.0021)   (0.0032)  (0.0055)  (0.0039) 

FVASH-services 60T64 0.896*** 0.934*** 0.882*** 0.938*** 0.797*** 0.837*** 0.962*** 0.993** 

  (0.0013) (0.0016) (0.0018) (0.0024) (0.0028) (0.0035) (0.00248) (0.0032) 

FVASH-services 60T64   0.897***   0.836***  0.863***  0.928*** 

F&E-driven econ.   (0.0024)   (0.0035)  (0.0057)  (0.0041) 

FVASH-services 65T67 0.868*** 0.937*** 0.871*** 0.964*** 0.751*** 0.806*** 0.920*** 0.995 

  (0.0012) (0.0018) (0.0017) (0.0025) (0.0027) (0.0038) (0.00243) (0.0038) 

FVASH-services 65T67   0.852***   0.784***  0.857***  0.866*** 

# F&E-driven econ.   (0.0023)   (0.0032)  (0.0058)  (0.0043) 

FVASH-services 72T74 0.877*** 0.906*** 0.895*** 0.941*** 0.776*** 0.817*** 0.894*** 0.923*** 

  (0.0011) (0.0012) (0.0014) (0.0017) (0.0024) (0.0027) (0.00190) (0.0023) 

FVASH-services 72T74   0.891***   0.810***  0.825***  0.902*** 

# F&E-driven econ.   (0.0019)   (0.0028)  (0.0045  (0.0036) 

Observations 33,007,733 33,007,733 16,263,029 16,263,029 6,635,380 6,635,380 10,109,324 10,109,324 

Number of spells 8,781,805 8,781,805 4,138,202 4,138,202 1,880,692 1,880,692 2,762,911 2,762,911 

Notes: The dependent variable is the hazard rate of export flows (exit of export flow=1). Only the coefficients for 

the different categories of foreign valued added services are reported. Coefficients are expressed in hazard ratios. 

Standard errors in brackets. *p <0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. All variables, except dummies, are expressed in 

logs. All models include country-product random effects and a set of sector dummies defined at the two-digit ISIC 

level. 

 

Splitting the sample into the three groups of manufacturing, our results show slight differences 

between them. A higher share of foreign services content is associated with longer export flows 

in the three sub-samples of manufacturing industries (columns 3, 5 and 7), but it is particularly 

large for medium-low tech industries (column 5). For these industries, the differential impact 

of foreign services between factor and efficiency driven economies and innovation-driven 

economies is larger for business services (column 6). For the two other groups, high and 

medium-high tech industries and low-tech industries, the greater differential impact between 

the two country groups is found for financial services (columns 4 and 8). That is, the positive 
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effect of these financial effects on export stability is clearly more pronounced for factor and 

efficiency-driven economies. What is more, for low-tech manufacturing, financial services have 

no statistically significant impact on export survival in the case of innovation-driven economies 

(column 8). Similar conclusions hold when triple interactions between a specific category of 

foreign services, a specific manufacturing group and factor and efficiency-driven economies 

group are included (for brevity’s sake, results are not reported).    

Since it is reasonable to presume that highly quality, highly specialised services inputs can be 

also supplied from domestic sources, mainly in advanced countries, we control for domestic 

services value added embodied in manufacturing exports to test the sensitivity of the results to 

the inclusion of this variable. Appendix Table A4 and Table A5 report these estimates and the 

results corroborate previous findings in Table 1 and Table 2.  

Furthermore, usual robustness checks are conducted. Analogous findings emerge from 

estimates that use the number of previous spells as a proxy for previous experience (instead of 

the duration of the previous spells), or considering two spells with a one-year interruption as a 

single longer spell. All these estimation results are omitted here for reasons of space, but are 

available upon request.  

Therefore, our findings reveal the importance of foreign services for manufacturing export 

performance. While previous literature has focused on foreign material inputs, according to the 

estimations above, the positive influence of foreign services on export survival is as relevant as 

that of foreign intermediate goods. Moreover, the effect is clearer in the most technologically-

intensive manufacturing, high and medium-high, and in medium-low technologically-intensive 

manufacturing, where it is even more pronounced than that of intermediate goods. This suggests 

that the increasingly foreign services content of manufacturing is driven by confidence in the 

role it plays in export performance, specifically in manufacturing industries where innovative 

effort, skill advantages and high-quality services are crucial to export success. 

As we have hypothesised, the positive relationship between foreign services embodied in 

manufacturing exports and export stability is stronger for factor and efficiency-driven 

economies. As many services involve knowledge and skills that only innovation-driven 

economies -the most advanced countries- have, countries competing on the basis of cost and 

resources -developing and emerging countries- access these high-quality, highly specialized 

services through intermediate imports. Results of the disaggregate analysis show that 

differences in the impact of foreign services content of exports between the two groups of 

countries are greater for the most technologically-intensive manufacturing sectors. Global value 

chains have become prominent in these sectors and headquarters from innovative economies 

provide connecting services and other strategic services to their partners. These results resemble 

those reported by Francois and Woerz (2008) and Wolfmayr (2012), who found a positive and 

significant effect of services inputs content, particularly business services, on export 

performance (export value and export market share, respectively) in high technology-driven 

and high skilled labour-intensive manufacturing. Our findings extend these results by showing 

the positive influence of foreign services content on export survival, irrespective of the type of 

services or manufacturing, and their larger impact for non-innovation-driven countries.  
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper we have explored the impact of foreign services value added content in 

manufacturing exports on export performance, specifically, on duration of trade relationships. 

Access to high quality, highly specialised services is particularly important for manufacturing 

firms operating in GVCs because it contributes, among other things, to add value to 

manufactured products, to coordinate GVCs and to help GVC firms satisfy quality and 

reliability standards (Nordas and Kim, 2013).   

The descriptive analysis has shown that the share of foreign services content in manufacturing 

exports grows from 1995 to 2011, in a way similar to foreign goods content, and in contrast to 

the decreasing share of domestic services. Moreover, the share of foreign services value added 

content is larger for factor and efficiency-driven economies than for innovation-driven 

economies, although the latter exhibit greater growth. The most dynamic services sector is 

business services.  

The econometric findings confirm that foreign services value added embodied in manufacturing 

exports contributes positively to export survival, a positive effect which occurs for all 

manufacturing groups. This holds true particularly for high and medium-high and medium-low 

tech manufacturing industries. Moreover, this positive relationship is more pronounced for 

factor and efficiency-driven economies than for innovation-driven economies. Hence, foreign 

services value added is an important factor for the stability of manufacturing exports, mainly 

for the group of non-innovation-driven economies. The more pronounced effect for factor and 

efficiency-driven economies is larger for business services in medium-low technology intensive 

industries and larger for financial services in high and low technology intensive industries. 

Summing up, incorporating foreign services value added in manufacturing exports seems to be 

a source of competitive edge within GVCs, helping those export relationships to be more 

resilient. This has policy implications. First, if foreign services inputs contribute to improving 

manufacturing competitiveness and export, obstacles to service trade should be reduced, mainly 

in non-innovation-driven economies, where the positive effect of those foreign services inputs 

on export survival seems higher. Transition, developing and the least developed countries 

usually exhibit more restrictive services trade policies than high-income countries (Jafari and 

Tarr, 2014; Borchert et al., 2012). Consequently, services trade liberalisation would be 

particularly useful for those countries that facilitate access to high-quality services and promote 

long-lasting export relationships.  

Second, foreign financial services are the ones that show a stronger differential impact on export 

survival for non-innovation-driven countries, and this happens more clearly in high and 

medium-high tech manufacturing. These findings confirm the link between financial 

development and trade performance and extend the literature that includes export survival 

among the variables affected by financial frictions. Well-functioning financial systems enhance 

efficiency and export performance but findings suggest, following Manova (2015), that global 

value chains and multinational firms could reduce the probability of ceasing to export in 

financially vulnerable industries and countries by providing the required financial services.  
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Appendix:  

Table A1. List of activities.  

ISIC Rev.3 (industry 

code) Activities (TiVA) 

01T05 Agriculture, hunting, forestry and fishing 

10T14 Mining and quarrying 

15T37 Manufacturing 

15T22, 36T37 Low-tech industries 

15T16   Food products, beverages and tobacco 

17T19   Textiles, textile products, leather and footwear 

20   Wood and products of wood and cork 

21T22   Pulp, paper, paper products, printing and publishing 

36T37   Manufacturing nec; recycling 

25T28 Medium-Low tech industries 

25   Rubber and plastics products 

26   Other non-metallic mineral products 

27   Basic metals 

28   Fabricated metal products 

24, 29T31, 34T35 High and Medium-High tech industries 

24   Chemicals and chemical products 

29   Machinery and equipment, nec 

30T33X   Computer, electronic and optical equipment 

31   Electrical machinery and apparatus, nec 

34   Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers 

35   Other transport equipment 

50T95 Total Services (excluding electricity and construction activities) 

50T55 Wholesale and retail trade; Hotels and restaurants 

50T52   Wholesale and retail trade; repairs 

55   Hotels and restaurants 

60T64 Transport and Storage, post and telecommunication 

60T63   Transport and storage 

64   Post and telecommunications 

65T67 Financial intermediation 

70T74 Real estate, renting and business activities 

70   Real estate activities 

71   Renting of machinery and equipment 

72   Computer and related activities 

73T74   R&D and other business activities 

75T95 Community, social and personal services 
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Table A2. List of countries included. 

Innovation-Driven 

economies (IDe) 

Australia (AUS), Austria (AUT), Belgium (BEL), Canada (CAN), Cyprus (CYP), Czech 

Republic (CZE), Denmark (DNK), Estonia (EST), Finland (FIN), France (FRA), 

Germany (DEU), Greece (GRC), Hong Kong SAR, China (HKG) 

Iceland (ISL), Ireland (IRL), Israel (ISR), Italy (ITA), Japan (JPN), Korea, Rep. (KOR), 

Luxembourg (LUX), Malta (MLT), Netherlands (NLD), New Zealand (NZL), Norway 

(NOR), Portugal (PRT), Singapore (SGP), Slovenia (SVN), Spain (ESP), Sweden 

(SWE), Switzerland (CHE), Taiwan (TWN), United Kingdom (GBR), United States 

(USA) 

Factor & Efficiency 

Driven economies 

(F&EDe) 

Argentina (ARG), Brazil (BRA), Brunei Darussalam (BRN) 

Bulgaria (BGR), Cambodia (KHM), Chile (CHL), China (CHN) 

Colombia (COL), Costa Rica (CRI), Croatia (HRV), Hungary (HUN), India (IND), 

Indonesia (IDN), Latvia (LVA), Lithuania (LTU), Malaysia (MYS), Mexico (MEX), 

Morocco (MAR), Peru (PER), Philippines (PHL), Poland (POL), Romania (ROU), 

Russian Federation (RUS), Saudi Arabia (SAU), Slovak Republic (SVK), South Africa 

(ZAF), Thailand (THA), Tunisia (TUN), Turkey (TUR), Vietnam (VNM) 

 

 

Table A3. Dependent and explanatory variables: definition and sources. 

Variable Definition Source 

Hazard rate of export 

flows 

(Dependent variable) 

Categorical variable equals one when the export spell 

(country/partner/product) ends in t year and zero-value 

when the spell continues in t+1 year. 

BACI-CEPII dataset 

FVASH-goods 
Foreign goods value added embodied in a country’s 

manufacturing exports (in % of gross exports).  

OECD-WTO TiVA 

database (dec. 2016) 

FVASH-services 
Foreign services value added embodied in a country’s 

manufacturing exports (in % of gross exports). 

OECD-WTO TiVA 

database (dec. 2016)  

GDP exporter,  

GDP importer 

Gross Domestic Product of the exporting country and the 

importing country expressed in nominal US dollars 

World Development 

Indicators. The World 

Bank. 

Distance 
The Great Circle distance between capital cities of the 

trading partners. 

CEPII :   

http://www.cepii.fr 

Initial trade value 
Value of export in the first year of the spell, expressed in 

nominal USA dollars. 
BACI-CEPII dataset 

Common RTA 

Dummy variable = 1 if the exporting country belongs to 

the regional trade agreement (EU, NAFTA, ASEAN, 

MERCOSUR) and zero otherwise. 

RTA Database (WTO) 

Current spell duration Spell length of current spell (in logs).  BACI-CEPII dataset 

Previous spell duration Number of years that the previous spell lasted.  BACI-CEPII dataset 

F&E-driven economies 

Dummy variable, which is unity if the exporting country 

is at the stage of development 1, transition from stage 1 to 

stage 2, stage 2 or transition from stage 2 to stage 3 and 

zero otherwise (at stage 3). 

The Global 

Competitiveness 

Report. World 

Economic Forum 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.cepii.fr/
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Table A4. Export survival and foreign services value added. Logit model estimation 

results (including domestic services value added embodied in manufacturing exports). 

 

TOTAL 

MANUFACTURING 

INDUSTRIES 

HIGH AND HIGH-

MEDIUM TECH 

INDUSTRIES 

LOW-MEDIUM 

TECH INDUSTRIES 

LOW-TECH        

INDUSTRIES 

VARIABLES 

Column 

(1) 

Column 

(2) 

Column 

(3) 

Column 

(4) 

Column 

(5) 

Column 

(6) 

Column 

(7) 

Column 

(8) 

FVA-services 0.830*** 0.867*** 0.861*** 0.923*** 0.677*** 0.713*** 0.855*** 0.889*** 

  (0.00134) (0.00169) (0.00197) (0.00249) (0.00272) (0.00333) (0.00255) (0.00333) 

FVA-services    0.900***  0.814***   0.873***  0.926*** 

# F&E-driven econ.   (0.00236)  (0.00334)   (0.00562)  (0.00419) 

Domestic VA-services  1.006*** 0.999 1.060*** 1.045*** 1.011*** 1005 0.931*** 0.926*** 

  (0.00163) (0.00163) (0.00229) (0.00228) (0.00390) (0.00389) (0.00306) (0.00306) 

GDP exporting 0.890*** 0.894*** 0.889*** 0.897*** 0.843*** 0.846*** 0.906*** 0.909*** 

  (0.000424) (0.000439) (0.000582) (0.000616) (0.00106) (0.00108) (0.000776) (0.000800) 

GDP importing 0.990*** 0.990*** 0.990*** 0.988*** 0.989*** 0.988*** 0.990*** 0.990*** 

  (0.000348) (0.000348) (0.000493) (0.000494) (0.000833) (0.000834) (0.000629) (0.000629) 

Distance 1.026*** 1.027*** 1.025*** 1.026*** 1.019*** 1.019*** 1.034*** 1.034*** 

  (0.000466) (0.000467) (0.000664) (0.000666) (0.00105) (0.00105) (0.000856) (0.000857) 

Initial trade value 0.849*** 0.849*** 0.864*** 0.864*** 0.842*** 0.842*** 0.824*** 0.824*** 

  (0.000275) (0.000275) (0.000302) (0.000342) (0.000669) (0.000670) (0.000563) (0.000564) 

Common RTA 0.833*** 0.830*** 0.844*** 0.839*** 0.792*** 0.791*** 0.828*** 0.826*** 

  (0.00106) (0.00107) (0.00149) (0.00151) (0.00247) (0.00247) (0.00192) (0.00193) 

Current spell duration 0.367*** 0.367*** 0.336*** 0.336*** 0.435*** 0.435*** 0.400*** 0.400*** 

  (0.000478) (0.000479) (0.000370) (0.000493) (0.00164) (0.00164) (0.00105) (0.00106) 

Previous spell duration 0.881*** 0.880*** 0.886*** 0.885*** 0.865*** 0.864*** 0.885*** 0.885*** 

  (0.000269) (0.000270) (0.000383) (0.000385) (0.000608) (0.000610) (0.000496) (0.000497) 

F&E-driven economies 0.976*** 1.276*** 1.056*** 1.815*** 0.963*** 1.352*** 0.893*** 1.082*** 

  (0.00130) (0.00867) (0.00203) (0.0198) (0.00293) (0.0221) (0.00222) (0.0124) 

Observations 33,007,733 33,007,733 16,263,029 16,263,029 6,635,380 6,635,380 10,109,324 10,109,324 

Number of spells 8,781,805 8,781,805 4,138,202 4,138,202 1,880,692 1,880,692 2,762,911 2,762,911 

Notes: The dependent variable is the hazard rate of export flows (exit of export flow=1). Coefficients are 
expressed in hazard ratios. Standard errors in brackets. *p <0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. All variables, except 

dummies, are expressed in logs. All models include country-product random effects and a set of sector 
dummies defined at the two-digit ISIC level. 
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Table A5: Export survival and foreign services value added (sample split by services 

categories). Logit model estimation results (including domestic services value added 

embodied in manufacturing exports). 

 

TOTAL 

MANUFACTURING 

INDUSTRIES 

HIGH AND HIGH-

MEDIUM TECH 

INDUSTRIES 

LOW-MEDIUM 

TECH 

INDUSTRIES 

LOW-TECH        

INDUSTRIES 

VARIABLES 

Column 

(1) 

Column 

(2) 

Column 

(3) 

Column 

(4) 

Column 

(5) 

Column 

(6) 

Column 

(7) 

Column 

(8) 

FVA-services 50T55 0.840*** 0.876*** 0.871*** 0.931*** 0.691*** 0.723*** 0.849*** 0.873*** 

  (0.00130) (0.00169) (0.00196) (0.00253) (0.00266) (0.00334) (0.00239) (0.00318) 

FVA-services 50T55   0.916***   0.842***  0.897***  0.953*** 

# F&E-driven econ.   (0.00224)   (0.00326)   (0.00545)   (0.00382) 

FVA-services 60T64 0.907*** 0.937*** 0.905*** 0.946*** 0.806*** 0.841*** 0.960*** 0.992** 

  (0.00135) (0.00166) (0.00197) (0.00240) (0.00296) (0.00357) (0.00254) (0.00317) 

FVA-services 60T64   0.910***   0.866***  0.875***  0.919*** 

# F&E-driven econ.   (0.00250)   (0.00373)  (0.00581)  (0.00421) 

FVA-services 65T67 0.873*** 0.937*** 0.897*** 0.983*** 0.752*** 0.804*** 0.898*** 0.972*** 

  (0.00139) (0.00189) (0.00202) (0.00271) (0.00290) (0.00388) (0.00269) (0.00384) 

FVA-services 65T67   0.852***   0.791***  0.856***  0.857*** 

# F&E-driven econ.   (0.00236)   (0.00326)   (0.00580)   (0.00429) 

FVA-services 72T74 0.884*** 0.912*** 0.910*** 0.955*** 0.781*** 0.824*** 0.886*** 0.915*** 

  (0.00106) (0.00122) (0.00150) (0.00175) (0.00239) (0.00279) (0.00195) (0.00230) 

FVA-services 72T74   0.892***   0.811***  0.822***  0.902*** 

# F&E-driven econ.   (0.00192)   (0.00281)  (0.00448)  (0.00360) 

Observations 33,007,733 33,007,733 16,263,029 16,263,029 6,635,380 6,635,380 10,109,324 10,109,324 

Number of spells 8,781,805 8,781,805 4,138,202 4,138,202 1,880,692 1,880,692 2,762,911 2,762,911 

Notes: The dependent variable is the hazard rate of export flows (exit of export flow=1). Coefficients are 
expressed in hazard ratios. Standard errors in brackets. *p <0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. All variables, except 

dummies, are expressed in logs. All models include country-product random effects and a set of sector 
dummies defined at the two-digit ISIC level. For brevity’s sake, the coefficients for the different categories of 

services are displayed in the same column although the effect of each category is estimated separately. 

 


